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Abstract Reptiles, as the sister group to birds and mam-
mals, are particularly valuable for comparative genomic
studies among amniotes. The Australian central bearded
dragon (Pogona vitticeps) is being developed as a reptilian
model for such comparisons, with whole-genome
sequencing near completion. The karyotype consists
of 6 pairs of macrochromosomes and 10 pairs
microchromosomes (2n=32), including a female hetero-
gametic ZW sexmicrochromosome pair. Here, we present
a molecular cytogenetic map for P. vitticeps comprising
87 anchor bacterial artificial chromosome clones that
together span each macro- and microchromosome. It is
the first comprehensive cytogenetic map for any non-
avian reptile. We identified an active nucleolus organizer
region (NOR) on the sub-telomeric region of 2q by map-
ping 18S rDNA and Ag-NOR staining. We identified
interstitial telomeric sequences in two microchromosome
pairs and the W chromosome, indicating that
microchromosome fusion has been a mechanism of kar-
yotypic evolution in Australian agamids within the last 21
to 19 million years. Orthology searches against the

chicken genome revealed an intrachromosomal
rearrangement of P. vitticeps 1q, identified regions
orthologous to chicken Z on P. vitticeps 2q, snake Z on
P. vitticeps 6q and the autosomal microchromosome pair
in P. vitticeps orthologous to turtle Pelodiscus sinensis
ZW and lizard Anolis carolinensis XY. This cytogenetic
map will be a valuable reference tool for future gene
mapping studies and will provide the framework for
the work currently underway to physically anchor
genome sequences to chromosomes for this model Aus-
tralian squamate.
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DDX58 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box poly-
peptide 58

DMRT1 Doublesex and mab-3-related tran-
scription factor 1

dUTP 2′-Deoxyuridine 5′-triphosphate
EIF3H Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

3, subunit H
FAM83B Family with sequence similarity 83,

member B
FBRSL1 Fibrosin-like 1
FISH Fluorescence in situ hybridization
GHR Growth hormone receptor
GMPPA GDP-mannose pyrophosphorylase A
HCRTR2 Hypocretin (orexin) receptor 2
HMGCLL1 3-Hydroxymethyl-3-methylglutaryl-

CoA lyase-like 1
IBSP Integrin-binding sialoprotein
IPO7 Importin 7
IQSEC3 IQ motif and Sec7 domain 3
KAT2B K(lysine) acetyltransferase 2B
KAT7 K(lysine) acetyltransferase 7
KLF6 Kruppel-like factor 6
NAV2 Neuron navigator 2
NOR Nucleolus organizer region
NPRL3 Nitrogen permease regulator-like 3
PSMA2 Proteasome (prosome, macropain)

subunit, alpha type, 2
RAB5A RAB5A, member RAS oncogene

family
rDNA Ribosomal DNA
RRM1 Ribonucleotide reductase M1
SRY Sex-determining region Y
TAX1BP1 Tax1 (human T-cell leukemia virus

type I) binding protein 1
TMEM41B Transmembrane protein 41B
TNFRSF11B Tumor necrosis factor receptor super-

family, member 11b
TTN Titin
WAC WW domain-containing adaptor with

coiled coil
ZNF143 Zinc finger protein 143

Introduction

Amniotes are represented by two major lineages:
Sauropsida (reptiles and birds) and Synapsida
(mammals). The sauropsids are an ancient and incredibly
diverse group containing ∼18,000 extant species; they are

the most species-rich group of amniotes. Within the
Sauropsida, squamates (amphisbaenians, lizards and
snakes) and the tuatara (Lepidosauria) diverged from
turtles, crocodiles and birds (Archosauria) ∼275 Mya
(Shedlock and Edwards 2009; Fig. 1). The common
ancestor of all amniotes existed ∼325 Mya in the Car-
boniferous (Shedlock and Edwards 2009). The availabil-
ity of amniote genome assemblies, including 60
mammals, and more recently five birds and five reptiles
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/browse/), allows
comparisons of the organisation and function of amniote
genomes across vast evolutionary distances. Whole-
genome comparisons have now been made across the
three major amniote groups, including among mammals
(Chinwalla et al. 2002; Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Warren et
al. 2008), between birds and mammals (Hillier et al.
2004), among birds (Dalloul et al. 2010; Warren et al.
2010) and, most recently, between reptiles and birds
(Alföldi et al. 2011). These comparisons have given
new perspectives on the complex and diverse structure,
function and evolution of amniote genomes. However,
there are many taxonomic groups, especially squamates,
that to date are underrepresented in comparative molecu-
lar cytogenetic studies.

Comparative chromosome mapping of genes is a
powerful tool for tracing chromosome rearrangements
and reconstructing protokaryotypes between distantly
related taxa. Reconstruction studies have determined
that sauropsid genomes are evolutionarily conserved
compared to those of mammals, exhibiting a slow rate
of chromosomal rearrangement. This is exemplified
by the conserved linkage homology between ancestral
amniote and tetrapod protokaryotypes and the chicken
karyotype (Kohn et al. 2006; Nakatani et al. 2007;
Uno et al. 2012). Within sauropsids, there is strong
evolutionary conservation of the macrochromosomes
of birds and the Chinese soft-shelled turtle (Pelodiscus
sinensis; Matsuda et al. 2005; Uno et al. 2012), and
among squamates such as the Japanese four-striped rat
snake (Elaphe quadrivirgata) and the Asian agamid
lizard (Leiolepis reevesii rubritaeniata; Srikulnath et
al. 2009). There is also strong conservation of the
avian Z in the karyotypes of turtles, crocodiles and
squamates (Kawai et al. 2007; Pokorná et al. 2011).

Reptiles have become a group of great genomic
interest in recent years, principally because of their
unique phylogenetic position. At present, detailed
investigations of chromosomal synteny and compari-
sons of the genomic characteristics between reptiles
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and other amniotes have been restricted to a single
species, the North American green anole lizard (Anolis
carolinensis). Genomic comparisons between A.
carolinensis and the chicken have revealed consider-
able differences in genomic characteristics such as
genome size, diversity and activity of repetitive ele-
ments, GC distribution, and isochore and gene struc-
ture (Alföldi et al. 2011; Fujita et al. 2011). However,
mapping of genes to A. carolinensis chromosomes for
the purpose of anchoring genome sequence contigs is
not yet complete, and the orthology of most
microchromosomes to chicken chromosomes has yet
to be demonstrated (Alföldi et al. 2011). In-depth
comparative cytogenetic and genomic investigations
of the genomes of other non-avian reptiles are required
to determine how typical the A. carolinensis genome is
of squamates and other non-avian reptiles.

There are many important life history traits unique to
non-avian reptiles that may in turn shed light on the
evolution of life history traits in other amniote taxa.
Probably the best studied is reptilian sex determination.
Reptiles have evolved a variety of sex-determiningmech-
anisms, and transitions between modes of sex determina-
tion have occurred frequently since their divergence with
synapsids (Organ and Janes 2008), making them excel-
lent models for understanding the evolution of such
mechanisms (Sarre et al. 2004, 2011). Such lability is
exemplified in the Australian dragon lizards (Squamata:
Agamidae), which exhibit a complex evolutionary history
of transitions between genotypic sex determination
(GSD) with female heterogamety (ZZ male: ZW female)
and temperature-dependent sex determination. Within
this group, independent and recent evolution of ZW
sex chromosomes has been hypothesized, even
between closely related taxa (Ezaz et al. 2009b).

There are approximately 70 species of Australian
agamid, all derived from a recent colonisation by an
Asian ancestor (∼30 Mya; Hugall et al. 2008). One
agamid in particular, the Australian central bearded
dragon (Pogona vitticeps; Ahl 1926), is emerging as a
genetic and genomic model, with a whole-genome
sequencing project nearing completion. Studies on P.
vitticeps can give new dimensions to our understanding
of complex amniote life history traits and provide much
needed comparison to the already sequenced genomes
of A. carolinensis, turtles, birds and mammals. Within
Iguania, P. vitticeps and A. carolinensis last shared
a common ancestor ~144 Mya (Hedges et al. 2006).
Evolutionary distances of this scale are useful for
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Fig. 1 Amniote phylogeny. Branch lengths are proportional to
the divergence dates provided by Hedges et al. (2006) and
references therein. Placement of turtles in phylogeny was based
on Crawford et al. (2012)
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distinguishing between coding and non-coding
sequences and identifying regulatory sequences, as has
been demonstrated by comparisons of marsupial and
eutherian mammal genomes (Wakefield and Graves
2003).

The sex chromosomes of P. vitticeps are of partic-
ular interest. Sex determination is primarily GSD with
female heterogamety and a pair of sexmicrochromosomes
(Ezaz et al. 2005). However, egg incubation at temperature
extremes from34 to 37 °C reverse genotypicmales (ZZ) to
phenotypic females, demonstrating an interaction between
the genotype and temperature in determining sex and that
the W chromosome is not necessary for female develop-
ment (Quinn et al. 2007). Mapping and sequencing of P.
vitticeps bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones has
revealed that P. vitticeps ZW sex microchromosomes are
non-homologous with snake ZW and bird ZW sex chro-
mosome systems (Ezaz et al. 2009a).

Chromosome characterisation and mapping at the
cytogenetic and molecular levels form an essential foun-
dation for genome sequencing projects. Here, we present
a detailed characterisation of P. vitticeps chromosomes
and construct a cytogenetic map with molecular anchor
markers spanning all macro- and microchromosomes of
the P. vitticeps karyotype. We also demonstrate the value
of this map for understanding the organisation and evo-
lution of the P. vitticeps genome.

Materials and methods

Cell culture and metaphase chromosome preparation

Cell cultures and chromosome preparations were
made from short-term whole-blood and primary fibro-
blast cell cultures as described by Ezaz et al. (2005).
Three male and three female P. vitticeps were assessed
in this study. Cell suspensions were dropped onto
slides, air-dried and stored at −80 °C.

Chromosome measurements

The size and arm ratio of each chromosome was deter-
mined from ten male and ten female DAPI-stained meta-
phase spreads. Measurements were taken using the
measure-line tool in AxioVision, v4.8.1 (Carl Zeiss Ltd.,
Cambridge, UK). Chromosome size (in mega base pairs)
was calculated relative to the female (A. Amey, personal
communication) haploid genome 1.81 pg estimated by

MacCulloch et al. (1996), with 1 pg=978 Mbp (Dolezel
et al. 2003), giving a total haploid size of 1.77 Mbp.

Probe preparation

In total, we mapped 87 BAC clones to P. vitticeps
metaphase chromosomes. Sixty-four of these clones
were selected randomly from a female P. vitticeps
6.2X genomic BAC library (Ezaz et al. 2009a).
We also confirmed the locations of 22 P. vitticeps
clones previously mapped and sequenced by Ezaz
et al. (2009b), Patel et al. 2010 and Ezaz et al. (in
preparation). A tammar wallaby (Macropus
eugenii) BAC clone (AGI 329J14) that contains
the 18S rDNA locus (O’Meally et al. 2009) was
used to map the nucleolus organizer region (NOR).
BAC DNA was extracted using the Promega Wiz-
ard Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System
following the manufacturer’s protocol, with vol-
umes scaled up for 15-ml cultures.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was
performed following the protocol described by
O’Meally et al. (2009). Approximately 200–
500 ng of BAC DNA was directly labelled by
nick translation incorporating either Spectrum
Orange-dUTP or Spectrum Green-dUTP (Abbott
Molecular, Inc., Des Plaines, IL). Three-colour
FISH was used, with the third colour generated
by the admixture of two labelling reactions (Spec-
trum Orange-dUTP and Green-dUTP), to produce
a yellow hybridization signal. In each case, probes
were co-precipitated and resuspended in hybridiza-
tion buffer. Metaphases were counterstained with
DAPI for microscope analysis.

Images of metaphases were captured from 10–20
cells for each hybridization using a Zeiss Axio Scope
A1 epifluorescence microscope fitted with a high-
resolution microscopy camera AxioCam MRm Rev.
3 (Carl Zeiss Ltd.) and the Vernier coordinates
recorded. Images were analysed using AxioVision
v4.8.1 software. Multiple rounds of probe hybridiza-
tion on the same slide were used to clarify ambiguous
chromosomal ass ignments . Covers l ips and
VectaShield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA)
were removed by washing for 5 min in 2× SSC at
room temperature followed by the dehydration of
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slides through an ethanol series (70, 90 and 100 %
ethanol) and left to air dry. Slides were then aged
overnight at −80 °C before probes were re-
hybridized. Multiple hybridization images of the same
metaphase were merged using Adobe Photoshop, v9.0
(Adobe Systems, Inc.).

Telomere peptide nucleic acid probe

Telomeric repeats were mapped using a Cy3-(CCCTAA)3
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe (Bio-Synthesis Inc.,
Lewisville, TX) as described previously (O’Meally et al.
2009). A BAC clone (237P23) that identifies the Z andW
microchromosomes, andwhich also distinguishes between
them through differential hybridisation, wasmapped to the
same slides after hybridization and washing of the PNA
probe as described above.

Silver staining (Ag-NOR)

Ag-NOR staining was performed following the protocol
of Howell and Black (1980). Two drops of gelatin
solution (2 % gelatin, 1 % formic acid) and four drops
of a silver nitrate solution (50 % AgNO3) were added to
a slide under a coverslip. The slide was then incubated at
70 °C on a block heater for 2 min until the appearance of
a golden brown colour. The slide was then washed in
distilled water, counterstained with DAPI and mounted
with VectaShield. Images of the metaphases were cap-
tured using both fluorescence and bright field micros-
copy and merged using AxioVision v4.8.1 software.

BAC end sequencing and identification
of P. vitticeps orthologs

The 64 randomly selected and mapped BAC clones
were sequenced using three vector-specific primers:
pCC1/pEpiFOS-5 forward sequencing primer (5′-
GGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATTAAGTTGG-3′) and
T7 promoter (5′-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-3′)
and pCC1/pEpiFOS-5 reverse sequencing primer (5′-
CTCGTATGTTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGC-3 ′ )
(Macrogen Inc., Seoul, South Korea).

BAC end sequences were annotated using BLAT
against the A. carolinensis whole-genome assembly
database (anoCar2: May 2010; http://genome.
ucsc.edu). We only considered true hits to be those
where one BAC end sequence had more than 100 bp of
sequence identity >80% orwhere hits from either end of

a single BAC lie within 160 Kbp in the A. carolinensis
assembly. To search more broadly for P. vitticeps
orthologs, we also used discontiguous megablast
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to search the nr database.
Hits to genes that were more than 100 bp in length and
had an E value ≤10−20 were recorded as P. vitticeps
orthologs. Sequences were not annotated when there
were multiple significant but conflicting hits.

The location of chicken orthologs for eachP. vitticeps
gene was determined using Ensembl (http://
www.ensembl.org/). For GMPPA, DDX58 and KAT7,
we used the location of zebra finch orthologs because
they were not annotated in the chicken assembly, whilst
no orthology of C19orf47 was identified as it is not
annotated in either assembly. One BAC (176G9) was
fully sequenced at the Biomolecular Resource Facility
(Australian National University, Canberra) using a 3-
Kbp mate pair library on 454 (Roche Diagnostics Pty.
Ltd., Castle Hill, NSW, Australia) and assembled using
the default parameters of Newbler (Roche Diagnostics
Pty Ltd.). We determined the genic content of this BAC
using Genscan (http://exon.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html)
and discontiguous megablast.

Results

The diploid karyotype of P. vitticeps contains 32
bi-armed chromosomes— 6 pairs of macrochromosomes
and 10 pairs of microchromosomes (2n=12M+20m;
Witten 1983), including one pair of sex microchromo-
somes (ZZ male: ZW female; Ezaz et al. 2005). The
macrochromosomes consist of five metacentric pairs
(first, third, fourth, fifth and sixth) and one submetacen-
tric pair (second); the microchromosomes are all meta-
centric (Fig. 2).

Chromosomes 1, 2, 5 and 6 were distinguished mor-
phologically by size and centromere position. Chromo-
somes 3 and 4 were relatively similar in morphology, and
owing to an infrequent polymorphism in the size of
chromosome 3, unequivocal pairing of homologs was
not always possible. The largest microchromosome (pair
7) was distinguished from other microchromosomes by
size. Other microchromosome pairs (8–14 and ZW) were
difficult to distinguish by size and centromere position.
Distinguishing between the p and q arms of chromo-
somes 3 and 4 and each of the microchromosomes was
not always possible because the centromeric indexwas so
close to 0.5 (Table 1).
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A single NOR was identified at the secondary con-
striction in the sub-telomeric region of 2q by FISH
mapping of a BAC clone containing the 18S rDNA
gene and Ag-NOR staining. Signals on both homologs
consistently mapped to the same location with similar
intensity (Fig. 3a, b).

Mapping of the PNA telomeric probe Cy3-
(CCCTAA)3 identified telomeres at the ends of each
chromosome and interstitial telomeric sequences within
microchromosome pairs 7 and 8 and theW chromosome.
Hybridization signals were not always of equal intensity
on homologous chromosome arms (Fig. 4).

Eighty-seven BAC clones were mapped to chromo-
somes of P. vitticeps using multicolour FISH (Fig. 5).
Sixty-four of the 87 BAC clones mapped to
macrochromosomes and 23 to microchromosomes. We
identified anchor BAC clones that are diagnostic for
each arm of all macrochromosomes and putatively for
each separate microchromosome (Fig. 6 and Table 2 and
Electronic supplementary materials Table 1). Anchor
BACs were assigned to microchromosomes based on
chromosome size measurements and reciprocal
multicolour FISH mapping. Each of the diagnostic

BAC clones mark a single chromosome pair, except
those that map to the Z and W microchromosomes,
which also show a diffuse signal pattern on the sub-
telomeric region of 2q (Fig. 3c).

We estimated the total female P. vitticeps genome size
to be 1.77 Gbp. We collected 44.8 Kbp of the BAC
sequence from 64 clones (NCBI Genbank accession
nos. JY473859–JY474041) and annotated 22 genes
(Table 2). The average GC content of BAC sequences
that map to macrochromosomes (42.07 %, SD=5.13) is
not significantly lower than those that map to
microchromosomes (43.62 %, SD=5.57; t test: p=0.20).

Discussion

Cytogenetic map of P. vitticeps and chromosome
homology

Detailed cytogenetic maps based on standardized
chromosome ideograms, with molecular anchor
markers on each chromosome, are valuable tools
for investigating the organisation and evolution of

Fig. 2 DAPI-stained karyotypes from a female (a) and male
(b) P. vitticeps. The karyotype consists of 6 pairs of
macrochromosomes (1–6) and 10 pairs of microchromosomes
(7–15) and a pair of ZW sex microchromosomes (2n=32). The
sex chromosomes are heteromorphic, with the W chromosome
substantially larger than the Z. In some metaphases, W is

uncoiled and clearly heteromorphic (inset in a). Chromosome
3 shows an autosomal polymorphism in one homolog. Arrow-
heads indicate the secondary constriction at the site of the NOR
on chromosome 2q. Sex chromosomes were identified by FISH
mapping of a diagnostic BAC clone (237P23). Scale bars,
10 μm
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genomes. Physically anchoring loci in bird and reptil-
ian genomes has proven to be particularly difficult as
the microchromosome complement can be difficult to

distinguish, both morphologically and cytologically.
We present the first complete BAC-anchored cytogenetic
mapwith 87markers assigned to eachmacrochromosome

Table 1 Chromosome dimensions of the P. vitticeps karyotype

Chromosome p SE Range q SE Range CI % Haploid length Chromosome size (Mbp)

Macrochromosomes

1 8.40 0.12 4.36–8.25 9.58 0.11 4.65–8.68 0.47 17.98 318.21

2 4.92 0.07 2.69–5.00 11.45 0.12 6.10–12.00 0.30 16.36 289.63

3 6.59 0.08 3.55–7.64 6.87 0.10 3.59–8.42 0.49 13.46 238.22

4 5.87 0.05 3.20–6.00 6.12 0.05 3.15–6.18 0.49 11.99 212.29

5 4.72 0.05 2.58–4.03 5.34 0.06 2.83–4.79 0.47 10.07 178.21

6 3.04 0.03 1.83–2.63 3.68 0.04 2.02–4.07 0.45 6.72 118.92

Microchromosomes

7 1.37 0.02 0.79–1.07 1.65 0.03 0.91–1.33 0.45 3.02 53.49

8 1.27 0.02 0.69–1.02 1.44 0.02 0.78–1.24 0.47 2.71 48.00

9 1.22 0.02 0.72–1.01 1.35 0.02 0.78–1.14 0.47 2.57 45.50

10 1.18 0.02 0.65–0.93 1.28 0.02 0.72–1.02 0.48 2.46 43.61

11 1.12 0.02 0.66–0.87 1.23 0.02 0.71–1.04 0.48 2.35 41.65

12 1.08 0.02 0.65–0.85 1.18 0.02 0.69–1.04 0.48 2.26 39.99

13 1.03 0.02 0.58–0.84 1.14 0.02 0.65–1.03 0.47 2.17 38.33

14 0.96 0.02 0.49–0.84 1.05 0.02 0.52–0.88 0.48 2.01 35.52

15 0.83 0.02 0.32–0.74 0.95 0.02 0.49–0.87 0.47 1.78 31.49

Sex chromosomes

Z 0.86 0.03 0.41–0.69 1.08 0.03 0.53–1.02 0.44 1.94 34.28

W 1.18 0.04 0.73–0.84 1.40 0.05 0.87–1.16 0.46 2.58 45.64

The length of each chromosome arm was measured and averaged for ten male and ten female DAPI-stained metaphase spreads. The
centromeric index (CI) is the ratio of the p arm to the length of the chromosome. Measurements were taken from metaphases that had
the sex microchromosomes identified by FISH mapping of a diagnostic BAC that marks the Z and W chromosomes differentially
(237P23) so that, in all, 30 Zs and 10 Ws were measured

Fig. 3 a 18S rDNA mapping by FISH of M. eugenii BAC
clone 329J14 (red) on P. vitticeps metaphase chromosomes.
Arrowheads indicate the position of the NOR on 2q. b Ag-
NOR staining identifying the presence of an active NOR

on 2q (arrowheads). c BAC clone 237P23 (green) marking
the Z and W sex microchromosome pair as well as the sub-
telomeric region of chromosome 2q. Metaphase chromo-
somes are counterstained with DAPI. Scale bars, 10 μm
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arm and each microchromosome for a non-avian reptile
(Fig. 6). These BAC clones represent a valuable resource
for the work currently underway to physically anchor P.
vitticeps whole-genome sequence scaffolds to chromo-
somes. Even with this low-resolution map, our physical
markers have identified the orthology of most P. vitticeps
chromosomes to those of the chicken (Fig. 6) and regions
of conserved synteny and rearrangements between P.
vitticeps and other reptiles.

Chromosome painting has demonstrated that P.
vitticeps chromosome 1 is orthologous to chicken chro-
mosomes 3, 5 and 7 (Pokorná et al. 2012). Our physical
mapping of BACs bearing orthologs of HMGCLL1,
HCRTR2 and FAM83B to P. vitticeps 1p and TTN,

ZNF143, IPO7, TMEM41B and GMPPA to P. vitticeps
1q confirms this. From a wider taxonomic perspective,
the synteny of this large bi-armed chromosome
representing chicken chromosomes 3, 5 and 7 is also
conserved across most major squamate lineages
(Pokorná et al. 2012). Our mapping data have revealed
an internal rearrangement in P. vitticeps 1q. This
rearrangement was likely a paracentric inversion or
translocation, whereby the insertion of regions on P.
vitticeps 1q orthologous to chicken chromosome 5
caused a break in gene order between the regions
orthologous to chicken chromosome 7. Similarly, A.
carolinensis chromosome 1 shares orthology with
chicken chromosomes 3, 5 and 7 and shows the same

Fig. 4 a Karyotype of chromosomes from a female P. vitticeps.
The telomeric probe (red) reveals telomeres at the ends of all
chromosomes as well as interstitial telomeric sequences in
microchromosome pairs 7 and 8 and on an unpaired
microchromosome homolog (arrowheads), indicating that they

have likely arisen recently by fusion events. b Hybridization of
the telomeric probe (red) with a diagnostic BAC (237P23,
green) identifies the W sex chromosome as the unpaired homo-
log with interstitial telomeric sequences. Scale bar, 10 μm

Fig. 5 a Anchor BAC mapping by FISH to single locations
across P. vit t iceps macrochromosomes and the ZW
microchromosome pair. Clone ID is given above each chromo-
some pair. b Reciprocal multicolour FISH mapping of six

microchromosome BAC clones onto the same metaphase. 1,
221B16 (green); 2, 16A10 (red); 3, 197P21 (magenta); 4,
230K11 (yellow); 5, 232P19 (aqua); 6, 105P18 (purple). Scale
bar, 10 μm
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break in gene order in the region orthologous to chicken
chromosome 7 (Alföldi et al. 2011), suggesting that
this rearrangement is at least 144 Mya. The distal
location of GMPAA in P. vitticeps and the medial
location of chicken chromosome 7 orthologs in A.
carolinensis suggest that subsequent lineage-specific
rearrangements have occurred.

Physical mapping of BACs and chromosome paint-
ing have identified regions of P. vitticeps chromosome
2 that are orthologous to chicken Z (Ezaz et al. 2009a;
Pokorná et al. 2011). However, whether the entire
chromosome or only the short arm is orthologous to
the avian Z has remained unclear. Our physical map-
ping of DDX58 in conjunction with another BAC
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Fig. 6 P. vitticeps–chicken comparative map. BAC clones were
mapped by FISH to Pogona chromosomes. Clone numbers are
shown to the right of chromosomes at their mapped locations; gene
symbols to the left. Gene symbols are those listed by the HUGO
Gene Nomenclature Committee (http://www.genenames.org/).

Colour key indicates homology to chicken chromosomes. Clone
numbers and gene symbols joined by a dotted line indicate that the
order of these clones and the genes they contain is unknown on the
chromosome. Asterisk denotes clones mapped in a previous study
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Table 2 Gene content and
chromosome locations of BAC
clones in P. vitticeps

A total of 37 genes have been
mapped to the chromosomes of
Pogona, in this study or by Ezaz
et al. (2009b), Patel et al. (2010)
or Ezaz et al. (in preparation).
Where BAC clones have been
uniquely mapped to a chromo-
some or chromosome arm but no
genes have been identified, we
report diagnostic clones only

Library ID Reference Clone
ID

Gene symbol Chromosomal
location

PV, Pogona vitticeps
(central bearded dragon)

This study 16A1 HMGCLL1;
FAM83B;
HCRTR1

1p

220D7 TTN 1q

170F19 ZNF143; IPO7;
TMEM41B

1q

206D14 GMPPA 1q

176E5 DDX58 2q

189 J12 TNFRSF11B 2q

185A1 _ 3p

220D15 NAV2 3*

221A23 CTBP2 3q

230L10 – 4p

16A5 EIF3H 4q

16A22 – 5p

201K21 BCL6 5q

211I19 IBSP 6p

174P24 KAT2B 6p

132P11 MYST2 6q

200H5 CA10 6q

197P21 – 7

105P18 PSMA2 8

176G9 C19orf47 9

188M22 IQSEC3 11

221B16 – 12

185N3 – 13

214G3 FBRSL1 14

16A10 – 15

Ezaz et al.
(2009b)

107D1 GHR 2p

126K15 ATP5A1 2p

201M16 CHD1 2p

141L17 DMRT1 2p

151O19 APTX 2q

129O15 WAC 6p

168D8 KLF6 6p

101M20 RAB5A 6p

22H1 TAX1BP1 6p

9I16 CTNNB1 6p

Patel et al.
(2010)

61D8 RRM1 3q

236C5 NPRL3 10

Ezaz et al., in
preparation

159B13 OPRD1, RCC1 Zp; Wp

237P23 OPRD1, RCC1 Zp; Wp

151D5 OPRD1, RCC1 Zp; Wp

AGI, Macropus eugenii
(tammar wallaby)

O’Meally et
al. (2009)

329J14 18S rDNA 2q
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mapped in a previous study by Ezaz et al. (2009b)
bearing APTX, suggest that both arms of chromosome
2 have regions of orthology with the avian Z. In any
case, our mapping of DDX58 has extended the region
on 2q orthologous with the avian Z (Fig. 6). Orthology
of P. vitticeps 6p with chicken 2 and snake Z has been
demonstrated by BAC mapping (Ezaz et al. 2009a).
Our mapping of KAT7 on P. vitticeps 6q has extended
the region orthologous to the snake Z from the short
arm of chromosome 6 to include a region on the long
arm of this chromosome (Fig. 6).

Whilst each P. vitticeps microchromosome has a
diagnostic anchor BAC marker, limited genic informa-
tion meant that we could only identify the orthology of
the ZW microchromosomes and four autosomal
microchromosomes to chicken chromosomes (Fig. 6).
Physical mapping of FBRSL1 suggests that P. vitticeps
chromosome 14 is orthologous to chicken chromosome
15 and, therefore, orthologous to Chinese soft-shelled
turtle P. sinensis ZW (Kawagoshi et al. 2009) and A.
carolinensis XY sex chromosomes (O’Meally et al.
2012). We physically mapped the BAC clone bearing
FBRSL1 and a P. vitticeps ZW clone bearing OPRD1
and RCC1 using multicolour FISH to separate
microchromosomes, confirming the non-homology of
these sex chromosome systems (Fig. 6).

Two P. vitticeps microchromosomes (8 and 11) share
an ortholog each with chicken macrochromosomes 2 and
1, respectively (Fig. 6). This contrasts with the reconstruc-
tion of ancestral tetrapod and amniote protokaryotypes
which show that chicken microchromosomes represent
ancient syntenic blocks, which are generally conserved
in squamates (Uno et al. 2012). These blocks are likely to
be conserved in P. vitticeps, particularly as chicken
microchromosomes 10, 11, 15, 19, 24 and 28 are
orthologous to microchromosomes of the agamid L. r.
rubritaeniata (Srikulnath et al. 2009), which shared an
ancestor with P. vitticeps ∼89 Mya (Hedges et al. 2006).
However, even though microchromosome rearrange-
ments in squamate lineages have occurred primarily by
the fusion of macro- and microchromosomes (Uno et al.
2012), some P. vitticeps and L. r. rubritaeniata
microchromosomes are orthologous to chicken macro-
chromosomes (Fig. 6; Srikulnath et al. 2009). Further gene
mapping will indicate whether these microchromosomes
arose by fission of macrochromosomes or translocations
of these genes to existing microchromosomes. The
diagnostic BACs we have identified for each
microchromosome will, in combination with whole-

genome sequence scaffolds, identify conserved synteny
of P. vitticeps microchromosomes with those of other
sauropsids.

Evolution of the P. vitticeps karyotype

The P. vitticeps karyotype (2n=32; 12M+20m), first
described by Witten (1983), is typical of most agamids
within the Australian radiation (Olmo and Signorino
2005; Witten 1983; Fig. 2). Similar karyotypes, but
with two additional microchromosome pairs (2n=36;
12M+24m), are relatively conserved in the Australian
agamids Physignathus and Hypsilurus (Olmo and
Signorino 2005; Witten 1983) and Asian agamids
(Olmo and Signorino 2005). These genera represent
basal members of the Australian agamid phylogeny
(Hugall et al. 2008) and therefore likely retain the
ancestral genome structure. The 2n=36 karyotype
comprising 12 bi-armed macrochromosomes and 24
microchromosomes is common in the suborder
Iguania and represents an ancestral organisation
(Olmo and Signorino 2005; Paull et al. 1976). Our
mapping of 18S rDNA to P. vitticeps 2q has also
revealed that P. vitticeps retains the ancestral position
of the NOR for Iguania (Fig. 3a, b), which is located
on chromosome 2 or a pair of microchromosomes
across this group (Porter et al. 1991).

Through comparisons of chromosome number and
macrochromosome morphology between Australian
agamids, Witten (1983) hypothesised that evolution of
the derived Australian agamid karyotype of 2n=32 had
occurred through microchromosome fusion. Our physi-
cal mapping of telomeric sequences in P. vitticeps has
provided molecular evidence validating this theory of
microchromosomal fusion as interstitial telomeric
sequences were observed in microchromosome pairs 7
and 8 (Fig. 4). Interstitial telomeric sequences may be
indicative of ancestral chromosome rearrangements
such as fusions or inversions (Meyne et al. 1990;
Ruiz-Herrera et al. 2008). Following fusion of the sep-
arate microchromsoomes, one of the centromeres was
lost in each pair. Tracing the provenance of the 12M+
20m karyotype through the Australian agamid phylog-
eny (Hugall et al. 2008; Olmo and Signorino 2005;
Witten 1983) indicates that both fusion events occurred
21–19 Mya.

The size heteromorphy of P. vitticeps chromosome
3 is evident in approximately 50 % of both male and
female karyotypes; therefore, duplications, differential
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contraction or indels are likely responsible rather than
any sex-related chromosome heteromorphism. A total
of eight BAC clones were mapped to chromosome 3
and five to chromosome 4, allowing for reliable and
unambiguous identification of these chromosomes for
assigning physical loci in future mapping studies.

The ZW sex microchromosomes of P. vitticeps
have been proven difficult to distinguish from other
microchromosomes and have therefore been referred
to as cryptic and homomorphic (Ezaz et al. 2005). In
this study, physical mapping of BAC clones has
allowed for reproducible and unambiguous identifica-
tion of both the Z and W microchromosomes, which,
for the first time, has enabled size comparison between
them. The W chromosome is 11.8 Mbp larger than the
Z (Table 1). In amniotes, the W or Y chromosome is
typically smaller than their Z or X counterpart, but P.
vitticeps joins a collection of species where the reverse
is true (e.g. the Australian Murray river turtle, Emydura
macquarii; Martinez et al. 2008). The elongation of the
W chromosome may be due to the accumulation of
transposable elements and other repetitive DNA in the
absence of recombination, which has yet to be
counterbalanced by substantial neutral deletions typical
of degenerated W or Y chromosomes. However, our
physical mapping of telomeric sequence has identified
interstitial telomeric sequences within the W homolog
(Fig. 4) and suggests that the difference in size between
Z and W has arisen either through fusion of a chromo-
somal fragment onto the W homolog or through ampli-
fication of telomeric sequences at a fragile site break on
the W. The diffuse hybridization of ZW BACs on the
telomeric region of 2q may provide evidence as to the
provenance of the genomic fragment that fused with the
W chromosome (Fig. 3).

GC composition

Our estimate of the genome-wide GC content for P.
vitticeps is 42.3 % (SD=5.21) from BAC end sequences.
The GC content of BAC ends that map to
macrochromosomes (42.07 %, SD=5.13) did not signif-
icantly differ from those that map to microchromosomes
(43.62 %, SD=5.58; t test: p=0.20). However, reverse
fluorescent staining suggests that P. vitticeps
microchromosomes are GC-rich compared with
macrochromosomes (Ezaz et al. 2005) and that P.
vitticeps has chromosome size-dependent GC compart-
mentalization similar to archosaurs (Hillier et al. 2004;

Kasai et al. 2012; Kuraku et al. 2006) and snakes
(Matsubara et al. 2012). The BAC-anchored P. vitticeps
cytogenetic map we have developed will be valuable for
discovering trends in GC compartmentalization and
many other genomic characteristics once the work cur-
rently underway to anchor whole-genome sequences to
chromosomes is completed.

Conclusion

Wehave developed a BAC-anchored cytogeneticmap for
P. vitticeps based on a standardized chromosome ideo-
gram and chromosome characterization at the cytogenetic
and molecular levels. Here, we have demonstrated the
value of this tool for investigating the organisation and
evolution of the P. vitticeps genome. We identified an
intrachromosomal rearrangement in P. vitticeps 1q and
twomicrochromosome fusion events throughmapping of
BACs and telomeric sequences. We extended the identi-
fied regions homologous to the chicken Z on chromo-
some 2 and the snake Z on chromosome 6. Furthermore,
we identified the P. vitticeps microchromosome
orthologous to Chinese soft-shelled turtle P. sinensis
ZW and lizard A. carolinensis XY sex chromosomes
and established that these sex chromosomes are indepen-
dent of P. vitticeps ZW. The anchor BACs represent
valuable reference markers for future gene mapping stud-
ies. The cytogenetic map will provide a critical frame-
work for the work currently underway to physically
anchor genome sequences to chromosomes for the com-
pletion of the P. vitticeps genome map for this model
Australian squamate.
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